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High US health care spending is quite well explained by
its high material standard of living
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material-standard-of-living/

About two years ago I created a long blog post arguing that the United States is not an
outlier in healthcare expenditures per capita.   Following renewed interest from a link from
Marginal Revolution recently and some criticism from a few people on
various comment threads, I thought I’d take the time to update the evidence, address some
areas of criticism, and muster yet more lines of evidence to support my argument.   This
post should largely make the earlier post obsolete, but I will keep the earlier post up for
posterity and to retain data/information that won’t necessarily be perfectly duplicated in this
post.

There exist several popular plots like these that people use to make the argument that the
United States spends vastly more than it should for its level of wealth.
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These plots and the arguments that usually go with them give the strong impression that
US spends about twice as much as it should.  However, these are misleading for several
reasons, namely:

1. GDP is a substantially weaker proxy for “wealth” and a substantially weaker predictor
of health care expenditures than other available measures.

2. The US is much wealthier than other countries in these plots in reality.
3. The arbitrary selection of a handful of countries tends to hide the problems with

GDP in this context and, oddly enough, simultaneously downplay the strength of the
relationship between wealth and health care spending

4. Comparing these two quantities with a linear scale tends to substantially overstate
the apparent magnitude of the residuals from trend amongst the richer economies
when what we’re implicitly concerned with is the percentage spent on healthcare.

When properly analyzed with better data and closer attention to detail, it becomes quite
clear that US healthcare spending is not astronomically high for a country of its wealth.
 Below I will layout these arguments in much greater detail and provide data, plots, and
some statistical analysis to prove my point.

Table of Contents
Healthcare is a superior good
USA has a much higher material standard of living
There is a similar pattern of divergence between consumption measures and GDP as
we find with HCE and GDP
Consumption is a strong predictor of HCE
HCE increases with GDP too (even if less well correlated)
AIC fits HCE substantially better than GDP
It matters how a country generates its GDP
Comparing model predictions to observations
Modeling health expenditures as a percentage of GDP
Modeling HCE as a percentage of AIC
A bit on the spending divergence in the 80s
A bit of spending data on volume
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Overall pharmaceutical spending is not extremely high
Nor are physician or nursing compensation out of proportion to AIC
Admin costs are substantially above expected value, but don’t drive large differences
in spending
US price levels well explained by AIC
Comparison of volume of goods and services (PPP study)
Comparison of multiple price levels (PPP study)
Even my models may overstate actual US excess
There is substantial variation in HCE between US states and consumption explains
much of it
Conclusion

Healthcare is a superior good
First and foremost, it’s important to understand that health care is a superior good, i.e., as
countries get wealthier they spend an increasing share of their consumption (or income) on
health care.   I am certainly not the first person to point this out and, in fact, it has been well
documented by others, but this tends to get swept under the rug or seriously downplayed
when the issue of US healthcare spending comes up.

Academic economists have even pointed this out vis-a-vis GDP:

source
These elasticity estimates mean that health care consumes an increasing share of GDP as
GDP increases.

Or see long run consumption data in the US (long before our modern healthcare system
evolved).
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source
The point being that the
relationship between wealth
and healthcare spending is not
something unique to my analysis
or my data.   As countries get
richer they tend to spend an
increasing share of national
income on health.

[back to top]

USA has a much higher material standard of living 
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http://www.nber.org/papers/w14361.pdf


Actual Individual Consumption (AIC) per capita is more than 50% higher in the US than in
the European Union as a whole!
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source
While a handful of small countries have higher GDP per capita than the US, the US has a
large lead in consumption per capita.   Further, the great majority of the major EU
countries are much more compressed in consumption terms than they are in GDP terms
(which creates some range restriction).  This is true even when this consumption measure
includes government transfers, subsidies, etc, notably including the vast majority of
healthcare and education spending, as Actual Individual Consumption (AIC) does.

Since some people earlier seemed to miss to this point, I’ll repeat: the only form of
consumption excluded from AIC is that which cannot be attributed directly to
individuals or households, i.e, collective expenditures by government like military
procurement and the like.
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source
Actual Individual Consumption (AIC):

(1) can usually be trivially derived from most developed country’s national accounts data

(2) is explicitly published by OECD, Eurostat, WorldBank (ICP), and most developed
countries as such (as in, “Actual Individual Consumption”)

(3) is regarded by many leading economists to be a better measure of material living
conditions than GDP.

Further, we have other evidence for high US consumption besides national accounts
aggregates.

For example:
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The specific tables above are a little old, but the patterns are much the same today.

Here is a comparison between a measure drawn from a study based on PISA household
inventory questionnaires to measure material well-being and AIC.
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source
Note: These questions are pretty basic (e.g., desk: Y/N; own room: Y/N; etc), likely subject
to some range restriction,  and unlikely to be skewed greatly by a few high income families
at top.  However, the US still comes out #1 in the 3 years reported and is further from the
mass of other highly EU developed countries (Germany, France, Great Britain, etc) than
they are from, say, Greece, Spain, Poland, etc.  These are not trivial differences in real
consumption only found with this national accounts measure!

[back to top]

There is a similar pattern of divergence between
consumption measures and GDP as we find with HCE and
GDP
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[back to top]

Consumption is a strong predictor of HCE
Using Actual Individual Consumption (AIC) we can explain the vast majority of healthcare
expenditure differences between countries in any given year and the evolution of
healthcare expenditure increases across more than 40 years!
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Although there is a small secular trend in the intercept by year, likely due in part to
technological change, that influence appears to be quite modest.  Clearly healthcare
expenditures have increased dramatically virtually everywhere, but health care spending is
generally well explained by differences in consumption between countries and across time,
i.e., as countries have grown richer their HCE tracks closely with it.  Countries that are
where the US was decades earlier in constant PPP-adjusted consumption per capita
terms (roughly the same material standard of living) tend to spend quite similar
amounts adjusting for inflation and spending power.

Note: I am intentionally plotting both axes with log scaling.  This lets us much more easily
compare the growth rates in percentage terms and see the relative magnitude of the
residuals (a country spending $1000 more than predicted at a base of $5,000 is much
different than same at $25,000).  It also lets us fit more data in a relatively small plot.

Likewise, we can observe a similar trend if we plot health care expenditures as a
percentage of AIC.
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The data appear noisier in percentage terms, but you can clearly see healthcare is
commanding an increasing share of consumption across the board and that there is a
pretty stable long run trend (some noise year to year due to economic cycles, introduction
of new countries, etc)

[back to top]

HCE increases with GDP too (even if less well correlated)
If we look at this with GDP instead of AIC on the x-axis we can pretty clearly see a strong
trend.  As countries grow richer they spend more on health care.
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And as a percentage of GDP…
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Healthcare costs have been rising as a percentage of GDP and AIC pretty consistently
everywhere and the reason is pretty obvious: they’ve been getting wealthier too.

If you eyeball the AIC and GDP plots you can see that there’s a lot more going on with GDP
amongst the countries that OECD provides data on.  Though I exclude data outside of the
OECD data set from this analysis (did more in the earlier blog post), these flaws become
even more apparent if you look at a broader array of countries with more diverse
economies (e.g., high proportion export/capital equipment, large cross border/foreign
worker sector, tourism, etc).

source
AIC holds up to these more extreme outliers much better.   All of these extreme outliers
actually have much lower consumption than their GDP per capita would suggest  (see
earlier post on this topic if interested in specifics).
[back to top]

AIC fits HCE substantially better than GDP
Even with the more limited data available in the OECD stats data set, there are obvious
differences in the relationships here.
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https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/healthcare-expenditure-vs-gdp


The plot above simply compares the r-squared values for AIC and GDP with HCE in per
capita terms (all PPP-adjusted, 2010 dollars, etc) on a yearly basis.   Whether the
dependent variable is defined as a fraction of the relevant predictor (AIC vs GDP) or per
capita HCE, log-10 or not, AIC holds up appreciably better and quite consistently across
years (increasingly more now with more economies in the OECD data and more economic
differences between countries).  Clearly the stronger predictor here is AIC.
[back to top]

It matters how a country generates its GDP
Some people might think that a dollar of GDP is a dollar of GDP, no matter whether that
economic value-add is derived from exports, consumption, or what have you for these
purposes, but this is obviously wrong.   Consider two countries of the same GDP where
one derives fifty percent of its GDP (expenditure method) from net exports and the other
zero percent.  The latter will have much higher material standards of living almost by
definition (most of that difference is apt to be found in consumption, not, say, capital
formation).

Yes, export activity generally contributes to the material well-being of its citizens (profits,
wages, taxes, etc), but we are already capturing that pretty well in other GDP expenditure
categories (especially consumption).   Similar issues apply to capital formation activity.  
Ultimately the consumption component of GDP tells us much more about how much
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money a country truly has for consumption and other more discretionary uses of its
resources and thus how much much we can expect them to spend on healthcare.

The expenditure approach to GDP is defined like so:

I take the OECD figures for these components of GDP (expenditure approach) in OLS to
estimate the predictive value of each component in various specifications below.

In model (1) you can see that the slope of log(AICPC) and log(HCEPC) is pretty tightly
defined at 1.6 controlling for nothing but year fixed effects (i.e., allowing the intercept for
each year to vary independently).  Controlling for Final Consumption expenditures less AIC
(collective expenditures in other words) as in model (2) reduces the AIC slope marginally,
but clearly it’s still substantially positive and much larger than the estimate for collective
consumption expenditures.  Even if we remove HCE from AIC, to preemptively address
complaints that the vast majority of HCE is allocated to AIC (and thus mechanically
contributing to this relationship), we find much the same result!

In model 3 below we compare AIC and GDP excluding AIC (basically collective
consumption + net exports + fixed capital formation), we find vastly different slopes.   If we
go even further, as in model (4), and remove HCE from AIC we still find AIC beats out
these other components of GDP by a mile.
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If I go a step further and break the GDP expenditure approach down into its major
categories, albeit subtracting HCE from AIC, you can pretty clearly see that these different
components have different implications for the amount of healthcare expenditure you can
expect.   In fact, this reduced subset of AIC appears to substantially mediate the predictive
value of net exports.

If we break this to all the GDP expenditure components (mostly excluding the statistical
adjustments to square the expenditure approach with the other approaches), without
subtracting HCE from AIC, so that these should variables sum almost exactly with the GDP
official numbers, we get something like this:
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Even if I go a step further and introduce the United States as a flag variable (USA=1), you
might observe (1) the other variables hardly budge (2) the model fit doesn’t much improve
and (3) the USA hardly sticks out dramatically.

This implies the United States is somewhat above what you might expect controlling for
these GDP components and year fixed effects over the time period in question, hardly
“outlier” territory though.
[back to top]

Comparing model predictions to observations
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Using the model described above, the one with major GDP (expenditure method)
components with year fixed effects, I can visually compare how this simple model fares over
time.

With a log scale on both dimensions:

With a linear scale:
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Note: The US and Luxembourg appear to tear away from the rest of the pack in both
dimensions on the linear plot starting around 1990.  The linear scales tends to create an
exaggerated sense of the relative magnitude of these residuals amongst richer countries.

If I plot these log-log residuals, you can see how the US (the fat red line) compares to rest
more systematically.
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Note: the median US residual here is a bit less than 1 SD above the mean whereas, say,
Great Britain is about 1 SD below the mean.  You might also observe that several other
highly developed countries are also above expectations and not that much lower than the
US.

Another way to see the same data….
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The US appears to be a bit on the high side (+1 SD) with this relatively crude, albeit
reasonably well performing, model but it’s not like these residuals are several standard
deviations above the mean.  There is also considerable overlap with other more
comparable countries.  I suspect a substantial fraction of this residual can be
explained by other factors, never mind the inclusion of some questionable countries
in the OECD data set and forcing linear methods here, but it’s a bit beyond of the
original scope of this blog post (my contention is that the US is not an outlier in a
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reasonably well specified model, not that there is no positive residual between the US and
the model)
[back to top]

Modeling health expenditures as a percentage of GDP
Since some people might object to or may not quite understand the significance of the log-
log modeling/residuals so let’s try this as a percentage of GDP instead.  Since the focus
seems to be on framing HCE relative to GDP (it ought be on consumption), the question we
really want to answer here is: approximately how many percentage points from its
expected value is the US HCE spending as a percentage of GDP?  To do this we are
going use the composition of GDP and year fixed effects to help answer the question using
the OECD data set.

Both theory and the earlier regression analysis tells us that we can very expect different
coefficients from different GDP components because all act on the denominator equally by
definition whereas only some actually predict sizable increases in health care expenditures
(the numerator).  Ergo, even without having run this particular analysis, I’d fully expect that
net exports and fixed capital to have significant negative effects on HCE/GDP for this
reason.  And this is precisely what I find:

If you look at model (1) you’ll see that a 10K increase in AIC corresponds to about a 3
percentage point increase in HCE as a percentage of GDP whereas a 10K increase in Net
Exports and Fixed Capital corresponds to about a 1.6 and 2.3 PP decrease respectively.
 Models 2 and 3 suggest this is robust to fixed effect adjustments for US and/or
Luxembourg.    Model 4-6 are much the same but instead of AIC I  crudely subtract HCE
from AIC to address potential concerns that HCE primarily falls under AIC and thus causes
a mechanical increase…. and still a 10K increase in this predicts about a 3 PP increase in
HCE as a percentage of GDP, that Net Exports and Fixed Capital Formation are still
distinctly negative, and is robust to including USA as a variable (model 5) and so on and so
forth.

I will use model 1 for plotting here since I feel that’s the  cleanest and best model for these
purposes.
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The US looks above average in percentage of GDP terms starting roughly in mid-80s, but
keep in mind (1) it’s well to right in expected terms, i.e., the great majority of the US lead in
HCE/GDP terms is explained by its GDP size and composition (2) expressing this as a
function of GDP tends to exaggerate the relevance of the residuals since HCE is driven
largely by AIC and AIC comprises a larger fraction of GDP in the US than other highly
developed countries (3) percentage point differences are somewhat overstated
by substantially higher expected demand/cost, i.e., the same PP difference for a country
that expects to spend 5% of GDP is different for a country that expects 10% of GDP (more
discretionary resources->relatively more indifference to health care expenditures).
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HCE/GDP, Percentage point residuals by year

HCE/GDP, percentage residuals by year (residual / prediction)

Note: These patterns are pretty consistent with what I observed modeling in per capita
terms with AIC and GDP components earlier (not surprisingly).
[back to top]
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Modeling HCE as a percentage of AIC
Very quickly, because I think AIC is a better baseline with which to judge against but do not
wish to waste too much time, I will show also model for HCE as a percentage of
consumption (AIC).

A 10K increase in AIC per capita corresponds to about a 3.6 percentage point increase in
HCE as a percentage of AIC accounting for year fixed effects.
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Predicted HCE as percentage of AIC (model 2 w/ Year FE)
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Distribution of annual residuals by country in PP

As a percentage of AIC the US HCE looks like even less of an outlier (median annual
residual about +1.5 percentage points)

[back to top]

A bit on the spending divergence in the 80s
A few years back Cowen, McArdle, and others in my blog feed drew attention to this graph
(and those like it) wherein the US pulls away from other OECD countries starting around
80s.
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Although I certainly don’t think the divergence can be entirely explained by this alone, it’s
worth pointing out that my HCE/GDP component model specification (above) certainly
suggests that we should have expected the US to substantially diverge from the rest based
just on differences in GDP growth and compositional changes in GDP.
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Model expectations
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Observed

Again, my view is that it makes more sense to look at this as a share of AIC (or, at least,
consumption more broadly).

Here is one way to look at the data quickly:
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Note: the thin lines here are loess trend lines for each country, the fat red line being the US,
and the (linear) black dotted line the trend across all data points in the merged OECD data
set.   I am not correcting for anything tricky here or correcting for year fixed effect…. still a
useful perspective though IMO
[back to top]

A bit of spending data on volume
Besides the top level figures on healthcare expenditures, we can also see, unsurprisingly,
that significant drivers of expenditures like diagnostics, surgical procedures, and the
like correlate with AIC, both between countries and within countries (across years).    I am
presenting all per capita (or comparable) data available in these series to avoid potential
cherry-picking.  The US isn’t always available in all of these series, however we can still
observe that countries with higher material standards of living actually do more
“stuff” in healthcare and the US is the wealthiest country in these series.  When
people talk about health care “inflation” they are not just (or even mainly) referring to actual
price increases for the same good or services as an ever expanding package of goods and
services and/or expanding coverage for more people to get pre-existing technology
(diagnostics, procedures, pharmaceuticals, etc).
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Surgical series, part 1
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Surgical series, part 2
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Note: I am presenting all per capita data available from OECD stats tables to avoid
potential cherry-picking.  Not worrying about formatting and aesthetics too much here!
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Those plots are admittedly a bit of a mess, but you can still see that quite a few of them
correlate quite strongly with material living conditions and that, where US data are
available, it tends to be at or near the top.
[back to top]

Overall pharmaceutical spending is not extremely high
US pharmaceutical spending is above average, but there is a reasonable relationship with
wealth and the US is not way out of line with many of the others.

Without Mexico
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With mexico

[back to top]

Nor are physician or nursing compensation out of
proportion to AIC
US physician and nursing compensation is very much inline with what we would expect
based on our material standard of living relative to others.
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Actual PPP adjusted wages tend to correlate with PPP adjusted AIC much better than PPP-
adjusted GDP.
[back to top]

Admin costs are substantially above trend, but don’t
drive large differences in spending
The OECD provides a category under the National Health accounts system called
“Governance and health system and financing administration” that basically includes all
collective aspects of the system (e.g., CDC, HHS, CMS/Medicare/Medicaid, private payer,
non-profit services, etc) not on the provider/hospital side.

[snip]
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source
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http://www.who.int/health-accounts/methodology/sha2011.pdf


These log-log residuals appear to be fairly stable over ~30 years:
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Of course on a linear plot this looks more extreme:
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But it’s worth pointing out that (1) roughly 50% of US admin expenditures are attributed to
the public, not private sector and (2) the actual dollar amount differences are pretty small in
the scheme of things.  Long story short, our complex reimbursement system simply
cannot explain much here (especially not of the large apparent delta based off GDP per
capita alone…. most of which, as I’ve been arguing, is well explained by AIC).
[back to top]

US price levels well explained by AIC
Though it is true that hospital expenditures drive a very large fraction of healthcare costs in
the United States and that US hospital costs, according to most sources, are well above
average this, too, is very well explained by Actual Individual Consumption (AIC).

Some OECD affiliated researchers recently studied healthcare-wide and hospital-specific
price levels using both input (as in, labor cost, supplies, etc) and output methods (as in,
average cost to do procedure X) comparing apples-t0-apples (as in, same procedures,
treatments, etc) as best they could and discovered that, lo and behold, AIC per capita
explains most of the variance in price levels internationally.
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http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11205-015-1196-y


source
These “price level” indices here are defined as the ratio between health-specific PPPs,
weighted for country-specific consumption patterns, divided by the exchange rate scaled
relative to the mean for 28 EU countries. In their words:
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http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11205-015-1196-y


This method isn’t without some limitations, but it’s nonetheless a good indicator of relative
costs.   We can clearly see that there is a very strong relationship between how wealthy a
country is (particularly when measured with AIC) and what we can expect the same
procedure to cost as compared to other countries.

They also found that countries with high economy-wide (GDP) price level indices
(PLIs) have even higher health specific PLIs.  In other words, health and economy-wide
PLIs are positively correlated and health PLIs rise faster than GDP PLIs.

For example, while Switzerland (top) is 55% higher than EU-28 in GDP PLIs it’s 106%
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higher in health PLIs whereas Macedonia (bottom) is 60% less than EU-28 in GDP terms
it’s 73% lower in health PLIs.

This much should be unsurprising to people that think about the issues carefully. Of
course healthcare productivity can’t match productivity in, say, manufacturing, agriculture,
etc.

They actually find that US is just slightly above EU-28 mean in both healthcare-wide and
hospital-specific PLIs, 122 and 114 respectively, and that derived volume is twice as high
as EU-28 (i.e., price levels substantially less and volume substantially more given AIC per
capita).

I do not want to hang my hat on this, but I’ll briefly plot these from their own data for
completeness (For now, I am more interested in establishing the strength of the
relationship between health system price levels and wealth for now).

Health system wide price index
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Hospital price index
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Volume Index (derived from health expenditures and price levels)

The plot above (volume) strongly suggests that the volume of health goods and services
is much higher in the United States.  This data argues pretty strongly against the popular
notion that it’s prices that drive US health care expenditures (presumably due to lack of
market power on part of payers) above trend, i.e., this data suggests costs are actually
below what you’d expect with AIC and volume significantly above what you’d expect with
AIC (note: it would also help explain why US spends more than average on administrative
costs).

I also calculated the ratio between the health price index level and the GDP price index
level:
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http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/22/3/89.full.html


This tends to suggest that health care is relatively more expensive, as compared to other
goods and services in the same economy, in countries with higher material standards of
living and, assuming this particular US data is reasonably correct, US doesn’t look like it
costs more than you’d expect relative to AIC per capita.  However, even if the US data is
wrong, the methodology used is still sound and the relationship between AIC and price
levels are very strong, ergo we should expect, ceteris paribus, US prices to be much
higher than the modal EU country.

Now let’s look at some specific hospital pricing cost against AIC per capita:
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source
Note: The blue line is the trend line including US, the shaded area the confidence interval,
whereas the red line is the trend line excluding the US.

Although there can be no doubt that US is usually well into the high end of the price range,
it’s also abundantly clear in most plots that (1) (quasi)prices are well correlated with AIC
per capita — even excluding the US  (2) price levels in the US are not out of line with the
trend (note the slope without USA is often steeper and US never significantly above trend).

Obviously I’d like more observations to make a tighter estimate, but if US costs were nearly
as astronomical as they are thought to be this should stand out.  It simply does not.  This
suggests that in approximately apples-to-apples comparisons US hospital prices are quite
normal given our material standards of living (AIC per capita) even while being substantially
higher than what you might expect in a more typical european country (with substantially
lower material standards of living).  [Note: This does not necessarily mean that hospital
visits or treating particular conditions aren’t more expensive on average because the types
of procedures, diagnostics, and various extras (e.g., private vs semi-private room) can
certainly add to the overall cost]

Furthermore, if we look at all expenditures per capita in the entire hospital sector, we find a
very strong relationship with AIC and that the US is generally well within normal
range.   (Note: This includes inpatient, outpatient, etc under hospital umbrella)
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http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=DELSA/HEA/WD/HWP(2010)4&docLanguage=En


2010 hospital expenditures per capita by 2010 AIC per capita

[back to top]

Comparison of volume of goods and services (PPP study)
Actually using the same volume derivation above, i.e., taking final expenditures by category
from national accounts in local currency and dividing it by same item-specific PPPs, I can
estimate the volume of goods and services consumed relative to the a common EU
baseline (EU28=100).
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http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=PPP2011


As you can see above the US (the red dot) consumes substantially more in volume across
several major categories, not just health and not just when those categories include health,
e.g., actual collective consumption, transport, non durable goods, recreation and culture,
restaurants, etc.  Similarly, many countries that are below trend in health are also below
trend in these other consumption categories (as in, amongst high exporters like Norway.

Similarly, we find AIC per capita correlates better with volume across most categories (or at
least those that fall relatively squarely under the broad consumption umbrella like health
care!)
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Enter a caption
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This is mostly as I would expect.  You might note:

1. PPP-adjusted AIC per capita can explain most of the variance in consumption
volume in most categories

2. Differences in category/item specific price levels appear to cause relatively little
incremental variance, i.e., most price levels are fairly well correlated within countries

3. Health appears to correlate similarly to several other major consumption categories in
volume at least

4. Wealth explains little of the volume differences amongst these relatively rich OECD
economies in food, education, alcohol, etc

5. GDP is generally better correlated with the non-consumption categories under the
GDP expenditure method (exports, fixed capital, etc)

6. AIC significantly outperforms  GDP as a predictor of consumption volume across
multiple categories (not just healthcare!!).

[back to top]

Comparison of multiple price levels
Again using the 2011 OECD Purchasing Price Parity study data, we can see that price
levels are strongly correlated within a country.  If you know the (broad) price level for GDP
or AIC, you can pretty well predict the price level for health care with good accuracy (or at
least the price level as carefully determined  by these OECD researchers!).   The GDP and
AIC PPP estimates explain about 92% of the variance in health price levels.

Failing that, a reasonably broad measure of service price levels will get you pretty close too
(hint: it will certainly more closely predict domestic price levels than, say, tradable goods).
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http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=PPP2011


So, what I’m trying to say is, if you have a good PPP adjusted measure of material living
conditions (as in AIC), the specific health price level data won’t tell you that much that you
didn’t already know.   That is not to say that there are not differences in price levels; there
are, but they’re already quite well reflected in national price level measures.
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Note: The red line is set to intercept=0 and slope=1 so that if price levels track roughly 1:1
the regression line should roughly correspond to it.

You’ll even find a decent correlation if you compare another heavily service driven
expenditure like education.
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Countries with high price levels for services tends to have high price levels for goods too,
but these tend to rise and fall at significantly different rates.
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In other words, the price level of services tends to increase faster than price levels of goods
in rich countries with respect to wealth.  However, while the United States has a relatively
high price level ratio, it’s actually on the low side relative to its AIC.
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Health price level ratio looks much the same!
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In short, the other price level data seems to accord quite well with the health price level
data.  This tends to support the view that this isn’t being driven by apples-to-apples
higher costs or, at least, not beyond that which you would expect given good
measures of wealth.   We may pay more for some particular goods and particular services
(e.g., particular prescription drugs still on patent), but on average the best data suggests
that we simply don’t pay appreciably real higher prices than you’d expect.  Most likely the
residuals I identified are better explained by higher volume (and/or consuming relatively
more high cost services or services that simply aren’t as readily available elsewhere).

[back to top]

Even my models may overstate actual US excess
UPDATE (10/6/2016): See follow up post vis-a-vis non-linearity

In my earlier blog post I used many more observations from the WHO and WorldBank to
analyze the data whereas throughout this analysis I focused on the handful of relatively rich
countries for which OECD provides statistics (presumably better and more reliable data)
over a period of several decades.  It did strike me as pretty obvious at the time, even
allowing for some error amongst poor countries, that there was a non-linear slope between
NHE and AIC.
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https://randomcriticalanalysis.wordpress.com/2016/10/05/predicting-health-care-expenditures-in-oecd-data-with-non-linear-model-specification/


Re-plotting this data in R, it looks like this with the default loess regression line.

Alternatively if I run this as a percentage of AIC:
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_regression


The green line is loess and the blue line is linear.  It looks to me like most of the rich
countries are significantly above the linear trend, middle income below, and poor slightly
above — not really a very good fit.
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the residuals

This is mostly beyond the scope of this argument, since even the various linear
specification with AIC shows residuals much smaller than what is popularly accepted, but it
seems likely this process is not entirely linear.  If so the linear specification will tend to
penalize the US, in particular, for being so far out on the right (high wealth).  If it’s not, then
what does it mean when so many of these other presumably high functioning health care
systems in wealthier parts of europe are also significantly above expectations?  I don’t think
this can be explained by data quality issues or a few genuine outliers.

To get an idea for how significant this bias can might be, check out this out:
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The green points, which are overlaid on top of red, are all of the data points contained in
the OECD observations for 2011.  The blue loess line is the entire data set (all WHO data
which includes the entire OECD set), the green is the linear trend for the entire OECD set
(all green points), and the yellow is the linear trend for the entire OECD set with AIC greater
than $20,000.  If the blue loess trend line is approximately the correct latent trend, you can
see how this will downward bias the trend for rich countries and for very poor countries.
 Whereas the yellow line better approximates the trend for those countries with AIC
expenditures greater than 20K (my models and their models certainly included countries
with less wealth than that!)

Some non-linearity makes sense to me given the interaction between wealth and
price levels and wealth and volume.  That is to say if rich countries (1) consume more
volume of health care goods and services and (2) their price levels for services like
healthcare are significantly elevated as compared to other goods and services (especially
tradable goods), I would expect to see some subtle non-linearity in these relationships.

Oh…. and yes, GDP still looks pretty terrible this way (FYI- all countries are the same in
both sets)
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AIC by GDP
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AIC/GDP by GDP

[back to top]

There is substantial variation in HCE between US states
and consumption explains much of it
The highest spending location, DC, spends 106% more than the lowest spending state,
Utah.  Even if you throw out DC as a non-state, the highest spending state, Massachusetts
spends 84% more!    That is a huge difference.
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http://kff.org/other/state-indicator/health-spending-per-capita/


And, as it turns out, if we take a reasonable measure of consumption, the Personal
Consumption Expenditure (PCE) from the BEA we can also explain a large fraction of the
variance at a state/place level within the US.
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https://www.bea.gov/national/pdf/nipahandbookch5.pdf
http://www.bea.gov/iTable/index_regional.cfm


By PCE per capita

Note: PCE is not exactly the same as AIC, but it is a good broad measure of consumption
and should generally correlate reasonably well within the US.

Now if we compare this to HCE:
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By GDP per capita

Personal Income performs reasonably well here, but PCE still outperform it.
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By Personal Income per capita

Even if I treat DC as an outlier and exclude it from the data, PCE outperforms GDP by a
large margin.
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Ideally this data would be adjusted for purchasing power and the like, but still it shows that
consumption is a good predictor of HCE and personal incomes at a state level (certainly
much better than GDP).

I would think that people arguing over international differences in health expenditures would
be much more interested in state differences and how spending can be so much higher in
some states than others without the presence of single payer and the like.

[back to top]

Conclusions
Total per capita health care spending increases as wealth increases because people
actually demand more goods and services (volume) per capita and because it is relatively
labor intensive sector that does not enjoy the productivity gains found in some other sectors
of the economy, i.e., overall costs increase through both volume and price together
(volume * price).  GDP per capita is a relatively weak measure for these purposes and
those few other high GDP countries happen to be much more export dependent (which
does not independently predict significant increases in expenditures).  If you use a better
measure like Actual Individual Consumption (AIC) or run multiple regression analysis
on GDP expenditure categories most of the apparent excess health care spending shrinks
quite dramatically.

Additional analysis of several major claims here (e.g., high prices due to limited market
power of payers, high physician incomes, etc) show that these arguments suffer from
similar issues.  The best available evidence show that across multiple measures our
healthcare labor costs and overall apples-to-apples price levels are generally very much
inline with our material standard of living.  US total per capita costs are probably
somewhat more than expected, but this appears to be driven through higher volume
(~100% more than EU28 average according to PPP study estimates), though even this is
significantly, if not quite entirely, explained by our higher material standards of living.
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Now, to be clear, my position is not that we ought to be spending as much as we spend.
 My position is that the issues we face are very similar to the issues faced in Europe and
other prosperous countries (and are generally similar to patterns many decades earlier).
 They are largely differences in degree, not kind.  Our large apparent cost differences
mostly originate from our significantly higher material standard of living.  The long term
increases found in the United States and other developed countries are generally a product
of ever increasing material living conditions and varying levels of productivity in different
economic sectors (healthcare being labor intensive and relatively high skilled at that).
Despite the fact that all developed countries allocate a large and increasing share of their
consumption expenditures on health care these these richer countries, including the United
States, still spend more on other forms of consumption.

Reducing overall health care expenditures, if that is really our top priority, involves choices.
 Merely setting up single payer (or otherwise blindly aping them) is unlikely to produce large
cost savings and, even if we have the will and ability to do it right, those cost savings are
not “free”.  Those genuine and substantial savings (i.e., not that which is primarily the result
of substantially less wealth) are not inevitable outcomes of those systems that merely come
from some poorly specified efficiency improvements.  They involve tradeoffs, many of them
hard.  Though I would be the first to argue that health care is subject to rapidly diminishing
returns vis-a-vis life expectancy or mortality rates on (real) increases in expenditure and
that some of this is of questionable subjective value, it is also quite clear that people
actually want to consume more health care and do not much like being told “no.”   Likewise,
cost containment through price reduction has consequences as the health care market
does not operate in a vacuum (e.g., slash physician reimbursement/effective
income relative to other skilled professionals and the bright people will generally start to
avoid it; reduce contracted prices for pharmaceuticals will reduce market incentives for
R&D->less new drug development, etc).

Those systems that appear to actually generate cost savings, like the UK’s NHS, actually
do a great deal more than other countries, especially the United States, to contain costs by
rationing care and other cost containment strategies (and I have a hard time imaging stuff
like this flying here when ~40% of the population would be excluded).  There is much less
low hanging fruit than people imagine, even less so at a political level when people can
actually express their preferences at the voting booth and various other interest groups
(providers, hospitals, etc) can influence the process.

More generally, it is not clear to me why we should want to specifically and target
healthcare for broad cost containment over other expenditures we collectively make.  
(What else should we be spending our resources on???) A significant and growing fraction
of these expenditures have little to do with increasing life expectancy (e.g., luxury,
convenience, quality of life/subjective lifestyle/risk decisions, etc), so insisting that we judge
it strictly in these terms strikes me as myopic.   So long as there are reasonable cost
effective options for more basic (proven) healthcare and so long as the government’s share
of expenditures are not breaking our budgets I see little need for the government to
intervene further in the affairs of the rest of the health care market (note: the fact that
volume, not prices, are most likely driving these incremental differences has some bearing
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on this issue….).   Government should not create economic distortions that encourage
more expenditures through tax policy (e.g., taxing healthcare spending differently, save
perhaps basic coverage), mandating ever broader coverage, and so on either though.
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